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Deconstructing Type III
by Lynn R. LaMotte1
Abstract
SAS introduced Type III methods to address difficulties in dummy-
variable models for effects of multiple factors and covariates. Type III
methods are widely used in practice; they are the default method in
many statistical computing packages. Type III sums of squares (SSs)
are defined by an algorithm, and an explicit mathematical formulation
does not seem to exist. For that reason, their properties have not been
rigorously proven. Some that are widely believed to be true are not
always true. An explicit formulation is derived in this paper. It is used
as a basis to prove fundamental properties of Type III estimable func-
tions and SSs. It is shown that, in any given setting, Type III effects
include all estimable ANOVA effects, and that if all of an ANOVA
effect is estimable then the Type III SS tests it exactly. The setting
for these results is general, comprising linear models for the mean vec-
tor of a response that include arbitrary sets of effects of factors and
covariates.
Key Words: ANOVA Effects, Type III Effects, Partitioning SS
1 Introduction
Type III estimable functions, hypotheses, and sums of squares came to light
in SAS publications in the 1970s, mainly Goodnight (1976) and SAS (1978).
The recipes given there and in SAS documentation are detailed, but it is dif-
ficult to discern a general algorithm or the rationale behind the construction.
Type III methods are defined in exclusive reference to dummy-variable
formulations of multiple linear regression models for factor effects. They
address fundamental problems encountered in analysis of variance (ANOVA)
and known almost since R. A. Fisher first expounded it. In balanced settings,
there is practically no disagreement about how main effects and interaction
effects should be defined and tested. In unbalanced settings, though, some
crucial properties no longer hold. ANOVA sums of squares (SSs) either are
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not distributed as proportional to chi-squared random variables or they do
not test the same hypotheses as in balanced settings. See Herr (1986) for a
historical perspective.
Type III provided answers in situations where before there had been no
consensus and certainly no single ideal answer. It has been criticized in
strong words. Milliken and Johnson (1984, p. 185) say, when there are empty
cells, “... we think that the Type III hypotheses are the worst hypotheses
to consider ... because there seems to be no reasonable way to interpret
them.” Venables (2000, p. 12) says, “I was profoundly disappointed when I
saw that S-PLUS 4.5 now provides ‘Type III’ sums of squares as a routine
option ... .” The debate on the merits of Type III methodology continues:
see Macnaughton (1998), Langsrud (2003), Hector et al. (2010), and Smith
and Cribbie (2014).
The objective in this paper is to provide a concise mathematical descrip-
tion of Type III SSs and to establish some of their properties.
Appendix A describes notational conventions, the setting of the linear
model, and basic results used here.
In short, Y (a column vector) follows an n-variate normal distribution
with mean vector µ “ Xβ and variance-covariance matrix σ2I. Its realized
value is y. The n ˆ k model matrix X is fixed and known. The unknown
parameters of its distribution are β, a k-vector, and σ2 ą 0. The model
for the mean vector is the set of possibilities for µ. It is tXβ : β P ℜku,
the set of all linear combinations of the columns of X. Equivalently, it is
sppXq, the linear subspace of ℜn spanned by the columns of X. See A.5. It
is conventional usage to refer to the model simply as Xβ.
In the general ANOVA framework, the n subjects are observed under
combinations of levels of multiple factors. “Factor-level combination” is ab-
breviated FLC here; FLCs are also called cells. The population mean of the
response under a FLC is called a cell mean. Factor effects are differences
among the cell means. The focus of analysis is on factor effects. Effects of
covariates on the response are often included in models, too (see Section 7).
As used here, factor names are A, B, C, and so on, and they appear at a,
b, c, etc., levels (all positive), so that there are a‚ “ abc ¨ ¨ ¨ FLCs possible.
Alternatively, f factors at a1, . . . , af levels are named F1, . . ., Ff , and there
are a‚ “ a1a2 ¨ ¨ ¨ af possible FLCs. A FLC is indexed by ℓ “ pℓ1, . . . , ℓfq,
with 1 ď ℓi ď ai, i “ 1, . . . , f . There are nℓ subjects observed under the
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ℓ-th FLC. Cells for which nℓ “ 0 are called empty cells. Balanced models or
settings have nℓ “ m for all FLCs; otherwise the setting is unbalanced.
The population mean of the response Y under the ℓ-th FLC is denoted
ηℓ. The a‚-vector of these means, in lexicographic order on ℓ, is η. Denote
the average of the entries in η by η¯‚. See A.7.
In balanced models, terms like “A main effects,” “B main effects,” and “AB
interaction effects” have particular, precise meanings. They are defined im-
plicitly by the sets of contrasts on the cell sample means that, when squared
and summed, are proportional to the sums of squares (SSs) that R. A. Fisher
defined in his exposition of analysis of variance (see Fisher 1938, p. 240, for
example). They will be called ANOVA effects. See Section 4.
In unbalanced models, multiple meanings of these effects have coexisted.
Kutner (1974) lists three definitions of main effects. Speed et al. (1978) list
four “common ANOVA hypotheses” that define main effects. Further, names
may have different meanings as sets of contrasts, depending on the model in
question. Alone, the term “A effects” is ambiguous.
In common usage, and in syntaxes of statistical computing packages, mod-
els are specified by lists of factor effects. For example, the list (1), A, B
specifies a model with an intercept and terms representing A and B main
effects. The list causes sets of columns of X to be formulated in a certain
way. No definition of “effects” is implied. That same sort of language is used
here. However, modifiers will be used for particular, clearly-defined sets of
effects, like ANOVA effects and Type III effects.
2 Type III in a General Framework
Textbooks and articles on the subject give alternative descriptions of Type
III estimable functions and SSs, but most of them are incomplete or not
entirely correct. The best definition is the following from SPSS Statistics ą
SPSS Statistics 20.0.0 ą Help ą Statistics Base Option ą GLM Univariate
Analysis ą GLM Model:
This method calculates the sums of squares of an effect in the
design as the sums of squares adjusted for any other effects that do
not contain it and orthogonal to any effects (if any) that contain
it.
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Corresponding to this description, consider the columns of X to be par-
titioned as X “ pX0, X1, X2q, and consider β to be partitioned accordingly
as pβ1
0
,β1
1
,β1
2
q1. By rules unnecessary to describe at this point, X1 is defined
by the “effect in the design” that is the target of interest. X0 is defined by
names of “effects that do not contain it,” and X2 by names of “any effects (if
any) that contain it.”
While “contain” as used in this definition is well-defined, it plays no role
in this section. However, in dummy-variable formulations of X, terms for
any given effect generate a linear subspace that contains (in the set sense)
the linear subspaces generated by any other effects that it contains (in the
sense meant in the definition).
In this section the partition of X and β may be considered to be any
partition whatsoever. We leave open the possibilities that X0 “ 0 or X2 “ 0,
that is, that either of these may be a single column of 0s. If, for example,
there would otherwise be no columns in X2, we would insert the n-vector 0
as a place-holder.
The estimable linear functions of β take the form h1Xβ, where h is
an n-vector. The word “effects” in the definition refers to sets of estimable
functions. Assume that h P sppXq, that is, that h “ PXh. That h be
“adjusted for X0” requires that X
1
0
h “ 0, or h P sppX0q
KX sppXq. See A.10.
Estimable functions of β2 are those that do not involve β0 or β1, that
is, m1Xβ with X 1
0
m “ 0 and X 1
1
m “ 0. Equivalently, m P sppX0, X1q
K X
sppXq. Let N01 be a matrix such that sppN01q “ sppX0, X1q
KX sppXq. Then
estimable functions of β2 are m
1Xβ with
X 1m “
¨
˝ 00
X 1
2
m
˛
‚“
¨
˝ 00
X 1
2
N01c
˛
‚
for some c. That an estimable function h1Xβ be orthogonal to all estimable
functions m1Xβ of β2 requires that
pX 1hq1pX 1mq “ h1X2pX
1
2
N01cq “ 0
for all vectors c, which requires that h P sppX2X
1
2
N01q
K.
Let X2˚ “ X2X
1
2
N01. Putting these together, the Type III estimable
functions are tpX 1hq1β : h P S3u, where
S3 “ sppX0, X2˚q
K X sppXq. (1)
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Let P3 be the orthogonal projection matrix onto the linear subspace S3,
so that P3 “ PX´PpX0,X2˚q. Given an n-vector of realized values y, the Type
III numerator SS is SS3 “ y
1
P3y, and its df (degrees of freedom) is trpP3q.
Its ncp (non-centrality parameter: see A.18) is δ1
3
δ3{σ
2, where δ3 “ P3Xβ,
and it is 0 iff P3Xβ “ 0.
P3 can be computed in several ways. One way is in two steps, with the
Gram-Schmidt (GS) construction as described in LaMotte (2014). From GS
on pX0, X1, Xq, take N01 as the columns in the orthonormal spanning set con-
tributed byX after pX0, X1q. Compute X2˚, then compute Q3 as the columns
in the orthonormal spanning set from GS on pX0, X2˚, Xq contributed by X
after pX0, X2˚q. Then P3 “ Q3Q
1
3
, and its df is the number of columns in Q3.
S3 defines the set of all Type III estimable functions generated by the
target name and its containment relations to the rest of the model. The
direct role of the target name (to which X1β1 corresponds) seems to be
peripheral, appearing only through N01 in X2˚. The construction is driven
mainly by the rest of the names in the model, those “adjusted for” and “that
do not contain” the target name. It is a Michelangelo construction, trimming
away everything else to leave only the object of interest.
Conventionally, we would define the effect of interest as a set of contrasts
on the cell means. The null hypothesis would then be that all of these
contrasts are zero. Then we would derive a numerator SS as the restricted
model - full model (RMFM) difference in SSE.
Here, the construction of the test statistic is driven entirely by the defi-
nition of Type III estimable functions. The effect in question is not defined
directly. The Type III estimable functions comprise a linear subspace, and
the Type III SS is the squared norm of of the orthogonal projection of y onto
that subspace. The construction defines a sum of squares. It is not generated
by any hypothesis.
To illuminate SS3 further, recall that the numerator SS can be computed
as the RMFM difference in SSE. In P3, the full model is sppXq and the re-
stricted model is sppX0, X2˚q. It can be shown that sppXq “ sppX0, X1, X2˚q
and that sppX0, X1, X2˚q is the direct sum of sppX0, X1q and sppX2˚q. The
restricted model is formed by omitting X1 from the full model. Because
sppX0, X1q X sppX2˚q “ t0u, the estimable functions of β0 and β1 are the
same in the model sppX0, X1q and the model sppX0, X1, X2˚q. See A.17.
Define X1|0 to be pI´PX0qX1. It is often called “X1 adjusted for X0.” It
can be shown that PX1|0 “ PpX0,X1q ´PX0 .
The so-called Type II numerator sum of squares is the RMFM SS with
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sppX0, X1q as the full model and sppX0q as the restricted model. In the model
sppX0, X1q, it tests exactly (see A.19)
H02 : pPpX0,X1q ´PX0qpX0β0 `X1β1q “ X1|0β1 “ 0.
However, in the full model pX0, X1, X2˚q it tests exactly that δ2 “ 0, where
δ2 “ X1|0β1 `PX1|0X2˚β2.
Turning to the Type III SS, working back from the ncp, SS3 tests exactly
that δ3 “ 0, that is,
H03 : pPpX0,X1,X2˚q ´PpX0,X2˚qqpX0β0 `X1β1 `X2˚β2˚q “ 0.
Verify that
δ3 “ pPX ´PpX0,X2˚qqX1β1
“ pPX ´PpX0,X2˚qqpX1|0β1 `PX0X1β1q
“ X1|0β1 ´PpX0,X2˚qX1|0β1.
Clearly δ3 is 0 if X1|0β1 “ 0. Conversely, δ3 can be expressed equivalently
as X0γ0`X1|0β1`X2˚γ2 for some γ0 and γ2. The linear subspaces sppX0q,
sppX1|0q, and sppX2˚q meet only at 0, and so their sum is a direct sum. Then
that δ3 “ 0 implies that all three components are 0, and in particular that
X1|0β1 “ 0. This establishes the following proposition.
Proposition 1. The Type III SS tests exactly H03 : X1|0β1 “ 0 in the model
sppX0, X1, X2˚q.
Note that X1|0β1 is estimable in the model sppX0, X1q, corresponding
to Type II, and in the model sppX0, X1, X2˚q, corresponding to Type III.
Consequently the dfs for the Type II SS and the Type III SS are the same,
namely trpPX1|0q. They are discussed more fully below.
Now we can see a rationale for transforming X “ pX0, X1, X2q to X˚ “
pX0, X1, X2˚q. If sppXq is not the direct sum of sppX0, X1q and sppX2q (if,
e.g., sppX2q Ą sppX1q), then H03 might not be testable (estimable) in the full
model. It is testable in sppX0, X1q. Without changing X0 or X1, if we can
re-express sppXq as a direct sum of sppX0, X1q and another linear subspace,
say S2z01 “ sppX2z01q, then H03 will be testable in the re-expressed full model.
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The choice of S2z01 (and the matrix X2z01 used to generate it) affects
the resulting extra SSE. Suppose, for example, we choose X2z01 “ X2|01 “
pI´PpX0,X1qqX2. Then X0, X1|0, and X2|01 are pairwise orthogonal matrices
and
PX ´PpX0,X2|01q “ PX1|0 ,
and the resulting numerator SS is precisely the Type II SS.
Another possibility is to define X2z01 to comprise a set of columns of X2
whose span completes sppX0, X1q to sppXq but does not intersect sppX0, X1q
non-trivially. Each possible choice renders X1|0β1 estimable in its param-
eterization of sppXq, and different choices yield different numerator SSs of
the test statistic. Different choices result in different null spaces in sppXq;
while they may all look like they are testing the same hypothesis, they are
actually testing different hypotheses in terms of the mean vector: effects of
X1 adjusted for X0 are implicitly defined differently. This may be clearer
when it is noted that, in each version of the model, X1|0β1 is the (generally
non-orthogonal) projection of µ “ Xβ onto sppX1|0q along sppX0, X2z01q.
Among the many possible choices for X2z01, the Type III choice X2˚ has
the attractive orthogonality property that is inherent in balanced ANOVA
models.
3 Dummy-Variable Models for Factor Effects
For f factors at a1, . . . , af levels, a dummy-variable formulation of a model
for the vector η of cell means is a linear subspace spanned by the columns
of a matrix E, sppEq, or described as Eβ. E is constructed from Kronecker
products of identity matrices and vectors of ones. Using a notational scheme
that is similar to others used before in this setting, a model is specified by a
set J “ tj1, . . . , jtu. Each ji is a binary f -tuple that signifies the name of
an effect. That is, ji “ ji1 . . . jif , where each “bit” jik is 0 or 1 to indicate
absence or presence of the k-th factor’s token (e.g., A, B, etc.) in the string.
The model in terms of factors A and B signified by the list (1), A, B, AB, for
example, is specified by J “ t00, 10, 01, 11u, where 00 signifies the absence
of both tokens (often denoted (1)); 10 and 01 signify A and B, respectively;
and 11 signifies the name AB.
Denote the set of all such binary f -tuples by Bf . “Containment” is defined
on Bf . For two such tuples, j2 contains j1 (j1 is contained in j2) iff j2k ě j1k,
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k “ 1, . . . , f . This is denoted j2 ľ j1, or as j2 ą j1 to exclude j2 “ j1. Define
j1 ĺ j2 and j1 ă j2 equivalently.
For each binary j P Bf , Ej is defined by
Ej “
fâ
k“1
"
1ak if jk “ 0,
Iak if jk “ 1.
(2)
See A.12.
The E matrix for the model for the cell means in terms of dummy vari-
ables is formed by concatenating these matrices for the effects listed in J :
EJ “ pEj1, . . . , Ejtq. For J “ t00, 10, 01, 11u,
EJ “ pE00, E10, E01, E11q “ p1a b 1b, Ia b 1b, 1a b Ib, Ia b Ibq. (3)
4 ANOVA Effects
Effects are differences among the cell means. Effects are linear functions of
Sa‚η “ pηℓ´ η¯‚q. There are no differences among the cell means iff Sa‚η “ 0.
For each j P Bf , define
Hj “
fâ
k“1
"
Uak if jk “ 0,
Sak if jk “ 1.
(4)
For an f -tuple j or the name that it signifies, we shall define the ANOVA
j effects as tc1η : c P sppHjqu. For each j, η
1Hjη “ δ
1
jδj times m{σ
2
is the ncp of the j-effect ANOVA SS my¯1Hjy¯ in balanced models with m
observations per cell. See A.18. As examples with two factors at a and b
levels, H00η “ pUa b Ubqη “ pη¯‚q, H10η “ pSa b Ubqη “ pη¯i¨ ´ η¯‚q, H01η “
pUabSbqη “ pη¯¨j ´ η¯‚q, and H11η “ pηij ´ η¯i¨´ η¯¨j ` η¯‚q. We shall say that a
linear function c1η is an ANOVA effect iff c P sppHjq for some j P B
f . This
is a special property, and most linear functions of η are not ANOVA effects.
These matrices (4) are symmetric, idempotent, and pairwise orthogonal.
Any sum of distinct Hj matrices is an orthogonal projection matrix. We
shall say that a model (a linear subspace) E for η is a factor-effects model iff
there is a subset J of Bf such that E “ sppHJ q, with HJ “
ř
tHj : j P J u.
Let j0 “ jL0jR and j1 “ jL1jR be two f tuples, the same except that
one has 0 and the other has 1 in the k-th place. Then
Hj0 `Hj1 “ HjL b pUak ` Sakq bHjR “ HjL b Iak bHjR. (5)
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For an f -tuple j˚, it follows that
ÿ
tHj : j P B
f , j ĺ j˚u “
fâ
k“1
"
Uak if j˚k “ 0,
Iak if j˚k “ 1.
(6)
Then, with j˚ “ 1 . . . 1,ÿ
tHj : j P B
fu “ Ia1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Iaf “ Ia‚ . (7)
The same result (7) can be seen by expanding
Ia‚ “
fâ
k“1
Iak “
fâ
k“1
pUak ` Sakq.
Noting that H0...0 “ Ua1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Uaf “ Ua‚ , it follows that
Sa‚ “
ÿ
tHj : j ą 0 . . . 0u. (8)
This is the ANOVA Identity. It shows that differences Sa‚η “ pηℓ´η¯‚q among
cell means can be resolved into the sum of 2f´1 orthogonal components Hjη
that are ANOVA effects.
These relations are needed to establish relations between dummy-variable
models and ANOVA effects. Note that, for j˚ P B
f ,
PEj˚
“
fâ
k“1
"
Uak if j˚k “ 0,
Iak if j˚k “ 1,
(9)
“
ÿ
tHj : j P B
f and j ĺ j˚u, (10)
by (6). For any subset J of Bf (that is, for any set of names of effects) and
with EJ concatenating tEj : j P J u, sppEJ q “ spp
ř
tHj : j P J¯ uq, where
J¯ is the set of f -tuples contained in at least one member of J . See A.21.
A dummy-variable model for η is a factor-effects model. However, it is
interesting to note that this does not hold for full-rank reparameterizations
of dummy variable models in which one column is omitted from each Iak in
(2). (This is “reference-level coding.”) As a particular example, the E matrix
formed in this way for the model t00, 01, 11u, which might be considered the
restricted model for testing A main effects, is not a factor-effects model. The
extra SSE due to deleting the E10 columns from the model does not test any
ANOVA effects. In particular, it does not test ANOVA A effects, H10η.
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5 Type III in Dummy-Variable Models
ANOVAmodels in terms of dummy variables take the general form sppX0, X1, X2q “
sppKEq, where E is formed by concatenating matrices Ej column-wise over
some set J of f -tuples, as described in the previous section. K has all entries
0, except that there is exactly one 1 in each row. It has a‚ columns, corre-
sponding to the FLCs. Hocking (2013) shows formulations of factor effects
models in these terms; his W is K. Empty cells are FLCs for which no sub-
jects are observed; each empty cell results in the column of K corresponding
to that FLC being filled with 0s.
The original exposition of Type III (SAS 1978, for example) is in terms
of estimable functions of η “ Eβ in the model µ “ KpEβq. These are
functions q1Eβ with E 1q P sppE 1K1q. It is clear that sppE 1K1q “ sppE 1K1
0
q,
where K0 is defined as K would be if each positive cell sample size nℓ were
replaced by 1. Then K0 has exactly one 1 in each row and at most one 1 in
each column. This establishes a basic property of Type III, that its set of
estimable functions depends only on the pattern of empty cells, and it does
not depend otherwise on the distribution of cell sample sizes.
The set of Type III estimable functions for an effect depends also on
the list of effects included in the model, of course; depending on it, it can
happen that the estimability of some effects is not affected by empty cells.
So-called “connected” designs with additive-effects models provide one well-
known example.
The model matrix is X “ KE. The Type III partition of it as X “
pX0, X1, X2q is dictated by the target effect, say j˚ P J , and containment.
Thus J0 “ tj P J : j ń j˚u, J1 “ tj˚u, and J2 “ tj P J : j ą j˚u.
Then Ek is formed by concatenating the columns of tEj : j P Jku, and then
Xk “ KEk, k “ 0, 1, 2.
Given X “ pX0, X1, X2q, consider β partitioned correspondingly as β “
pβ1
0
,β1
1
,β1
2
q1. Let E1|0 “ pI ´PE0qE1 and E2˚ “ E2E
1
2
K
1N01, where as above
sppN01q “ sppX0, X1q
K. Note that sppE0, E1q “ sppE0, E1|0q. Let E˚ “
pE0, E1|0, E2˚q. Re-express the model sppXq as sppKE˚q. Think of this as
pX0, X1, X2˚q, but keep in mind that X1 “ KE1|0 is not the same as X1|0 “
pI´PX0qX1.
The Type III estimable functions for effect j˚ are given by (1), which
defines P3 and Type III SS as SSj˚ “ y
1
P3y. The effects that it tests exactly
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are the linear functions of δ3, and
δ3 “ P3Xβ (11)
“ pPKpE0,E1|0,E2˚q ´PKpE0,E2˚qqpKE0β0 `KE1|0β1 `KE2˚β2˚q
“ KE1|0β1 ´PKpE0,E2˚qKE1|0β1. (12)
Proposition 2. In the model sppKE˚q, estimable linear functions of E1|0β1
are linear functions of δ3.
Proof. Let R be a matrix such that R1E1|0β1 is estimable in the model
KE˚β. Then there exists a matrix L such that
E 1˚K
1L “
¨
˝ E 10E 1
1|0
E 1
2˚
˛
‚K1L “
¨
˝ 0E 1
1|0R
0
˛
‚. (13)
It follows that R1E1|0β1 “ L
1δ3, because
L1KE1|0 “ R
1E1|0 and L
1
KpE0, E2˚q “ 0.
l
By Proposition 1, SS3 tests exactly that X1|0β1 “ pKE1|KE0qβ1 “ 0.
SS3 tests all the estimable functions of E1|0β1, by Proposition 2. If not
all linear functions of E1|0β1 are estimable, then there may be other linear
functions of β that SS3 tests too. If all of E1|0β1 is estimable (R “ I), then
δ3 “ 0 implies that E1|0β1 “ 0; and, by (12), E1|0β1 “ 0 implies that δ3 “ 0.
In that case, SS3 tests exactly that E1|0β1 “ 0.
The model for the cell means is η “ pE0, E1|0, E2˚qβ. To see the connec-
tion between E1|0β1 and ANOVA effects, note that
PE1|0 “ PpE0,E1q ´PE0 (14)
“
ÿ
tHj : j P J¯0 Y J¯1u ´
ÿ
tHj : j P J¯0u (15)
“
ÿ
tHj : j P J˚u, (16)
where J˚ “ J¯1zJ¯0 is the set of js contained in at least one member of J1
and not contained in any member of J0. See A.21. Let H˚ “ PE0|1 . H˚η is
a sum of ANOVA effects.
Proposition 3. H˚E0 “ 0, H˚E1|0 “ E1|0, and H˚E2˚ “ 0.
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Proof. That H˚E0 “ 0 and H˚E1|0 “ E1|0 is clear from the definition of
H˚. Let j2 P J2 and j P J˚. Then j2 ľ j˚ ľ j ùñ
HjEj2E
1
j2
“
fâ
i“1
$&
%
Sai ji “ 1, j2i “ 1
Uai ji “ 0, j2i “ 1
1ai1
1
ai
“ aiUai ji “ 0, j2i “ 0
“ cj,j2Hj .
Then
HjE2E
1
2
K
1pI ´P01q “
˜ÿ
j2
cj,j2
¸
HjK
1pI´P01q.
Because sppHjq Ă sppE1q, sppKHjq Ă sppKE1q, and therefore N
1
01
KHj “ 0
for all j P J˚. With H˚ “
ř
tHj : j P J˚u, it follows that H˚E2E
1
2
K
1N01 “ 0.
l
Now it follows that E1|0β1 “ H˚pE0, E1|0, E2˚qβ “ H˚η in the model for
η. If all of H˚η is estimable, then the Type III SS test of j˚ effects tests
exactly that H˚η “ 0. Type III j˚ effects include the estimable part of H˚η.
They may include other effects, too.
It may be true, but it is not proven, that the only ANOVA effects included
among Type III j˚ effects are the estimable part of H˚η. If so, then the other
included effects (contrasts), if any, are not ANOVA effects.
It was noted above that Type II and Type III degrees of freedom are
the same, say ν2 “ ν3. The Type II full model is sprKpE0, E1qs. It can be
represented in two ways, as
sprKpE0, E1qs “ sppKE0q ‘ sppKE1|KE0q, and as
“ sppKE0q ` sppKE1|0q,
the second because sppE0, E1q “ sppE0q ‘ sppE1|0q, but the direct sum may
not carry over.
Dimensions of these linear subspaces are dfs, which are the same as the
ranks of the matrices that generate them. Let ν01 “ dim sprKpE0, E1qs,
ν0 “ dim sppKE0q, ν2 “ ν3 “ dim sppKE1|KE0q, and ν1|0 “ dim sppKE1|0q.
Let ν˚ “ dim sppE1|0q: it is the innate df of the effect. Note that ν˚ ě ν1|0.
The effect’s df is ν˚ if it is entirely estimable. For main effects of factor A at
a levels, for example, ν˚ “ a´ 1.
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Dimensions of direct sums of linear subspaces are the sums of their respec-
tive dimensions; and dimensions of sums of linear subspaces are not greater
than the sums of their respective dimensions. It follows that
ν01 “ ν0 ` ν3
ď ν0 ` ν1|0,
and hence that ν3 ď ν1|0 ď ν˚.
Let ν˚0 denote the dimension of the estimable part of E1|0β1. Because the
Type III SS tests this estimable part, it follows that ν˚0 ď ν3. If all of E1|0β1
is estimable, then ν˚0 “ ν˚, which implies also that ν˚0 “ ν3 “ ν1|0 “ ν˚. We
showed above a stronger result, that in this case Type III SS tests exactly
that H˚η “ E1|0β1 “ 0, which implies that ν3 “ ν˚.
When testing the same effect in a given setting (characterized by K)
and model (characterized by E), Type II and Type III degrees of freedom
are equal. Within the inequalities just shown, practically any relation is
possible. It is not unusual to see, for example, that none of the effect is
estimable (ν˚0 “ 0) and that ν3 “ ν˚. Often too not all of the effect is
estimable (ν˚0 ă ν˚) but ν3 “ ν˚, that is, the Type III degrees of freedom is
the same as if all of the effect were estimable.
Until now, the nominal effect has been a name that led to the partition
of the model. SS3 for the nominal A main effect tests all A contrasts, cor-
responding to E1|0β1, only if they are all estimable. If they are not, then
it tests those that are, plus some more, up to the innate df a ´ 1. It can
happen that no A main effect contrasts are estimable, but SS3 still has a´ 1
df. It is incorrect to say that SS3 tests A main effects when the meaning of
A effects is the set of contrasts tested in balanced models. What should we
say it tests? The simple solution is to name whatever SS3 tests “Type III A
effects.”
6 Illustration
Table 1 lists the observed responses in a setting with factors A and B at a “
b “ 3 levels each; the cell sample sizes are pnijq “ p1, 2, 3, 3, 1, 2, 3, 2, 1q
1,
n “ 18, and K “ Diagp1nij q. With no empty cells, the 9 columns of K are
linearly independent. For the model defined by the list (1), A, B, and AB,
J “ t00, 10, 01, 11u, and EJ “ pE00, E10, E01, E11q. The vector of cell means,
η, is a 3ˆ 3 “ 9-vector.
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AÓ BÑ 1 2 3
1 50.0 22.2 65.3
111.7 53.2
54.2
2 101.3 65.4 99.8
42.0 126.8
95.5
3 87.3 67.0 106.2
88.6 70.2
133.2
Table 1: Data for the example. Entries are observed responses yijs on subjects
s “ 1, . . . , nij under level i of factor A and j of factor B.
In balanced models, the A main effects sum of squares tests exactly that
there are no A main effects, that is, that all the A marginal means η¯i¨ are
equal; equivalently, H10η “ pη¯i¨´η¯‚q “ 0. For Type III A effects in the model
for η given by J , j˚ “ 10, so J1 “ tj˚u, J0 “ t00, 01u, and J2 “ t11u. Then
J¯1 “ t00, 10u, J¯0 “ t00, 01u, and J˚ “ J¯1zJ¯0 “ t10u, and hence H˚ “ H10.
All of H˚η is estimable because
E 1H˚ “ E
1
K
1rKpK1Kq´1H˚s.
In this case, SS3A tests exactly that there are no ANOVA A effects. Verify
that SS3A “ 3286.4603 and its df is ν3A “ 2.
While it has been stated that, in unbalanced models with no empty cells,
the Type III SS is the same as Yates’s (1934) Method of Weighted Squares
of Means (MWSM) SS, and that the MWSM SS tests exactly the ANOVA
effect, I have been unable to find a proof of this widely-held belief. The
argument just given, based on Propositions 1, 2, and 3, proves that assertion
here for H˚ “ H10 in the saturated two-factor model.
In this model, J˚ contained only the target j˚ “ 10. Consider now testing
Type III AB effects, j˚ “ 11, in the model defined by J “ t00, 10, 11u, so
that J1 “ t11u, J0 “ t00, 10u, and J2 is empty. Then
J¯1zJ¯0 “ t00, 10, 01, 11uzt00, 10u “ t01, 11u.
Then H˚ “ H01 `H11 “ Ia b Sb, and H˚η “ pηij ´ η¯i¨q, which are “B within
A” effects. All of H˚η is estimable, and so the Type III AB SS tests exactly
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that there are no B within A effects. In this model, the Type III AB effects
are the ANOVA B within A effects, and the Type III SS tests them exactly.
As an intermediate case in which some parts of effects are estimable, but
not all, delete the one observation in the 1,1 cell. Consider again the model
J “ t00, 10, 01, 11u. For Type III A effects (j˚ “ 10), the contrasts on η
that SS3A tests can be found from K
1Q3, where Q
1
3
Q3 “ I and Q3Q
1
3
“ P3.
Only one non-trivial contrast on the A marginal means is estimable; it is
c1A1η “ η¯2¨ ´ η¯3¨. The other Type III A contrast is c
1
A2η “ 2pη12 ` η13q ´
pη22` η23` η32` η33q, which is not an ANOVA effect. The Type III A effects
comprise the ν3A “ 2-dimensional subspace of linear combinations of these
two contrasts. Verify that SS3A “ 2798.1879.
Type III gives 2, 2, and 3 df for A, B, and AB effects, a total of 7 df for
contrasts among the 8 non-empty cell means. (It is reasonable to conjecture
that the Type III contrasts generate the model for η as a direct sum, but
that is not established here.) If we tested exactly the estimable balance-
model effects in this case, we would see only 1 df for each main effect and 3
df for AB effects, a total of 5 df of the potential 7 df for contrasts among the
8 cell means.
As a more extreme case, empty the three i, i cells, i “ 1, 2, 3. No ANOVA
main effects are estimable. Of the 5 df for differences among the 6 cell means,
only 1 df is for an ANOVA effect. Type III analyzes the 5 df into 2, 2, and
1 df for Type III A, B, and AB effects. The single estimable AB contrast is
an ANOVA AB interaction effect, given by
c1ABη “ η12 ´ η13 ´ η21 ` η23 ` η31 ´ η32
“ rpη12 ´ η13q ´ pη32 ´ η33qs ´ rpη21 ´ η23q ´ pη31 ´ η33qs.
None of the other 4 contrasts is an ANOVA effect. If only ANOVA effects
were considered in this setting, then only 1 df of the potential 5 df for differ-
ences among cell means would be examined.
7 Including Covariates
Models that include factor effects, covariates, and factor-by-covariate effects
can be expressed in the general framework described here. Consider one
covariate x1, with its values in an n-vector x1. Define K1 “ Diagpx1qK.
Specify the part of the model for the coefficients of x1 in the model for the
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mean vector µ by a set J1 “ tj11, . . . , j1t1u of f -tuples. The part of the model
matrix involving the covariate is then K1EJ1 in terms of dummy variables.
With two factors, A and B, and a single covariate x1, the model that
comprises p1q, A, B, and AB effects and a linear term in x1 is specified by J “
t00, 10, 01, 11u and J1 “ t00u. To include in addition A by x1 linear effects,
J1 “ t00, 10u. The model for the mean vector is then sppKEJ ,K1EJ1q.
With c covariates x1, . . . , xc, there are c ` 1 sub-models, specified by
J ,J1, . . . ,Jc. They may be regarded as factor-effects models for intercepts
(J ) and coefficients of x1, . . . , xc (J1, . . . ,Jc). In this context, denote J by
J0 and K by K0.
The containment relations defined for Type III apply only within sub-
models: for any two effects in different sub-models, neither contains the
other, by definition. The purpose of the rest of this section is to establish
that the results established in Section 5, Propositions 2 and 3, extend to
models that include sub-models for effects of covariates.
A model for the mean vector µ that includes factor effects, effects of c
covariates x1, . . . , xc, and covariate-by-factor effects can be formulated gener-
ally as µ “ µ0`µ1` ¨ ¨ ¨ `µc, where µi P sppKiEJiq, and Ki “ DiagpxiqK0,
i “ 1, . . . , c. Let ηi “ EJiβi denote the models for the intercepts (η0) and
coefficients η1, . . . ,ηc of the covariates. They are specified by lists of effects,
J0, . . . ,Jc. For an effect ji˚ P Ji, the Type III partition pX0, X1, X2q of
columns of X has
X1 “ KiEji˚ , (17)
X2 “ KiEtjPJi:jąji˚u, and (18)
X0 “ concat
`
KiEtjPJi:jńji˚u, tKjEJj , j ‰ iu
˘
, (19)
where “concat” indicates that the matrices in the list are concatenated column-
wise. The form of X2 follows from the definition of containment, which is
restricted to the sub-model Ji.
Proofs of Propositions 2 and 3 can be extended to this setting fairly
readily, although comprehensive notation becomes busy. In Proposition 2,
(13) includes additional conditions E 1JjK
1
jL “ 0 for j “ 0, . . . , c, j ‰ i. The
proof of Proposition 3 goes through with little change, except notation, upon
substituting Ki for K.
With Propositions 2 and 3 established for this general setting, it follows
that the Type III SS for ji˚, SSji˚, tests the estimable part of H˚ηi, where
H˚ “ PEi1|i0 “
ÿ
tHj : j P J¯i1zJ¯i0u,
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Ji1 “ tji˚u, and Ji0 “ tj P Ji : j ń ji˚u. The bars indicate tuples j P B
f
that are contained in at least one member of the set under the bar. See A.21.
SSji˚ tests other contrasts on ηi up to df “ dim sppX1|X0q ď dim sppH˚q. If
H˚ηi is estimable, then SSji˚ tests exactly H0 : H˚ηi “ 0.
8 Concluding Comments
After its introduction, Type III soon became the default method for assessing
effects, and it has been regarded with skepticism almost to the point of scorn.
While I used it routinely in analyses, I was also a Type III skeptic. I think the
skepticism was in part because it seemed to be a black box, in part because
it was invented by SAS, not published in a rigorously-reviewed and respected
statistics journal, and in part due to resentment of what some regarded as
SAS’s hegemony among statistical computing packages. Extensive Google
searches indicate that this attitude toward Type III is widespread.
If one is determined to test ANOVA main effects of factor A, say, and not
all of its df are estimable, then one should identify the estimable part and
test it in the context of the general linear hypothesis (see A.20), while at the
same time stating that the test has no power to test the non-estimable part.
It seems to me that in many applications, perhaps even most, the objec-
tive is more exploratory than confirmatory. The objective is better served
then by a systematic look at a comprehensive partition of effects. Type III
partitions the available estimable dfs into up to 2f ´ 1 parts, while focusing
narrowly only on the ANOVA effects might produce only a small portion of
the dfs available.
Some of the properties of Type III that are widely believed, but not
proved before, have been established here in a general framework. If all of
an ANOVA effect H˚η is estimable, then Type III tests it exactly. In any
case, Type III tests the estimable part of the ANOVA effect, and it tests
additional contrasts up to at most the innate df “ trpH˚q of the target effect.
Other widely-held beliefs are not true in all cases. Herr (1986) quotes
some that are relevant here, in the context of unbalanced two-factor settings,
with dummy-variable models parameterized “with the usual side conditions
on the parameters.” In his definitions of “four exact methods of analyzing
unbalanced, two-way, factorial designs,” he calls the first STP, or “STan-
dard Parametric,” describing it as “Yates’s weighted squares of means; SAS
Type III in GLM; SS for rows adjusted for columns and interactions; Searle’s
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Rpα|µ, β, γq (side conditions in force).” Nowhere, as far as I have been able
to find, before or since 1986 has it been proven that Type III SS is the same
as Yates’s MWSM SS, in this two-factor model or any other, nor has it been
proven that Type III SS can be had as extra SSE when the estimates of the
parameters of the model are subjected to “the usual side conditions.” Herr
(1986) seems to implicitly assume that there are no empty cells. Otherwise
Yates’s MWSM SS is not defined, and Type III SS is not equal to it, and
Type III SS does not test equality of marginal means, contrary to Herr’s
(1986) assertion that it is an “exact method.” Herr (1986), like other sources
and current SAS documentation, states these assertions, which are partially
true and unproven, as facts. Even for this specific model, these properties,
when they are true, are not self-evident, and proving them is not a trivial
undertaking.
Some of these beliefs are predicated on there being no empty cells. In
that case, of course, all ANOVA effects are estimable, and, as shown here in
a general setting, Type III tests them exactly. With extensive searching, I
have not been able to find a previous proof of this property.
It has been shown here that testing effects exactly depends on estimabil-
ity, not only on all-filled cells. It is widely asserted that Type III SSs are
the same as deleted-variables extra SSEs in dummy-variable models with the
“usual conditions” imposed on the solutions to the normal equations. That
seems to have been observed, but not proved. Proving it would require defin-
ing “usual” conditions in a general setting. The assertion is demonstrably not
true when some of an effect is not estimable. It is asserted that Type III SSs
are extra SSEs if contrasts are used to formulate models instead of dummy
variables. That also is not true if some dfs of the target effect are not es-
timable, and a proof that it is true otherwise does not seem to exist. It has
even been asserted that Type III SSs are extra SSEs in what is often called
“reference-level” coding in which one level of each factor is not included in
the dummy variables, so that the model matrix then has full column rank
(Milliken and Johnson, 1984, p. 149), which is demonstrably incorrect.
Yates (1934) did not assert that the MWSM SS tested exactly any effect,
only that it “provides an efficient estimate” of σ2 from estimates of marginal
means that are weighted averages of cell means. This was a signal contri-
bution to ANOVA methods, and it continued to be regarded as the gold
standard for many decades. However, it applied only to two-factor models
with no empty cells, and it has not been extended to more general settings.
A proof that the MWSM SS tested exactly ANOVA effects did not appear
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until 1981, when Searle et al. (1981, Appendix B) proved that it is equivalent
to a SS that can be shown to test exactly equality of marginal means.
No other method has been established that has been shown to accomplish
the same in a general setting, including those in which parts of ANOVA effects
are not estimable. Type III provides a general approach, far beyond what
MWSM provided. Its basic properties, that it tests the estimable part of
ANOVA effects, and if all of an effect is estimable then Type III tests it
exactly, have been proven here. In addition, it has been proven that the
Type III df for an effect is the same as the Type II df (that in fact they test
the same hypotheses, but in different models), in which the effect is adjusted
for all non-containing effects in the model. It is conjectured, but not proven,
that all possible contrasts on (non-empty) cell means are contained in some
Type III effect, and that no (non-trivial) contrast is common to any two Type
III effects. That is, it is conjectured that Type III provides a comprehensive
screening into meaningful components of all estimable contrasts among the
cell means.
A Notation and Background
1. “If and only if” is abbreviated iff.
2. Any matrix (including vectors) named is assumed to have at least one
row and one column. Other than the implicit assumption that items
exist and that row and column dimensions work, any additional prop-
erties will be stated. As a particular example, no other property of the
model matrix X is assumed.
3. In algebraic expressions for matrices, assume that row and column di-
mensions are commensurate with the relations and operations. The
matrix sum of two matrices A and B is denoted A`B, matrix product
by AB, transpose by A1, trace by trpAq, inverse (if it exists) by A´1,
generalized inverse by A´, column-wise concatenation by pA,Bq.
4. Vectors are column vectors, and they are denoted in boldface.
5. The set of all n-vectors is denoted ℜn. The linear subspace spanned by
the c columns of A is tAx : x P ℜcu and denoted sppAq.
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6. Ia denotes the a ˆ a identity matrix, and 1a denotes the a-vector of
ones. The subscripts giving dimensions may be omitted if it is clear in
context what they must be.
7. Bar and dot notation: for subscripted items, overbar indicates averag-
ing and dots in the subscript indicate that the average is over the range
of those subscripts. For example, η¯i¨ “
řb
j“1 ηij{b, y¯ij¨ “
řnij
s“1 yijs{nij ,
and so on. A subscripted bullet (‚) indicates that the range is over all
subscripts: η¯‚ “
řa
i“1
řb
j“1 ηij{ab.
8. “p expression in indicesq” denotes a vector with entries given by the
expression evaluated over the range of indices, in lexicographic order.
With i “ 1, . . . , a and j “ 1, . . . , b, η “ pηijq “ pη11, η12, . . . , ηabq
1; pη¯i¨q
is the ab-vector in which each η¯i¨ is repeated consecutively b times; and
pη¯‚q is the ab vector with all its entries equal to η¯‚.
9. Ua “ p1{aq1a1
1
a and Sa “ Ia ´ Ua.
For a vector w, Uaw “ pw¯q “ w¯1a, and Saw “ pwi ´ w¯q, where w¯ is
the average of the a entries in w.
10. The orthogonal complement of a set S of vectors in ℜn, denoted SK, is
the set of vectors in ℜn orthogonal to all vectors in S.
11. The orthogonal projection matrix onto a linear subspace S of ℜn is a
symmetric, idempotent matrix P such that, for each y P ℜn, Py P S
and y ´ Py P SK. Each linear subspace has exactly one orthogonal
projection matrix.
For a matrix A, denote the orthogonal projection matrix onto sppAq
by PA. A basic property of orthogonal projection is that y P sppAq iff
PAy “ y.
If columns of Q form an orthonormal basis for sppAq (i.e., Q1Q “ I and
sppQq “ sppAq), it can be shown that PA “ QQ
1. Q can be obtained
directly with the Gram-Schmidt construction applied to the columns
of A. See LaMotte (2014) for these and other relations.
Another expression is PA “ ApA
1Aq´A1.
12. The Kronecker product of matrices A and B is A b B “ paijBq, a
matrix in which each entry aij of A is replaced by the matrix aijB. The
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main property used here is that PAbB “ PA b PB. Thus, for example,
PIab1b “ PIabP1b “ IabUb. In addition, AbpB`Cq “ AbB`AbC
and pA`Bq b C “ Ab C `B b C.
13. The discussion here is in the context of a general linear model for
an n-vector response variable Y (realized value y) of the form Y „
NpXβ, σ2Iq: that is, Y follows a multivariate normal distribution
with mean vector µ “ EpY q “ Xβ and variance-covariance matrix
VarpY q “ σ2I. X is a given, fixed nˆk matrix, β is a k-vector param-
eter ranging over ℜk, and σ2 is a positive real-valued parameter.
A model for the mean vector µ is a set of possibilities designated for
µ. Each model considered here is a linear subspace of n-vectors. The
full model is sppXq. Other models might take the form tXβ : β P
ℜk and G1β “ 0u, where G is a given matrix. Dealing with non-
homogeneous restrictions like G1β “ c0 ‰ 0 would increase the no-
tational burden, but it would not introduce any new features.
14. The least-squares estimate of the mean vector in the full model sppXq
is µˆ “ Xβˆ “ PXy. Let C be a matrix such that sppCq Ă sppXq
and XC 1 “ PX : for example, C
1 “ pX 1Xq´X 1. Then βˆ “ C 1y is a
least-squares solution, a function of y such that Xβˆ “ PXy for all y.
Error SS is SSE “ py ´ Xβˆq1py ´ Xβˆq “ y1pI ´ PXqy. Its degrees
of freedom are νE “ trpI ´ PXq. If νE ą 0, Mean Squared Error is
MSE “ SSE{νE .
15. Inference about the fixed effects Xβ is conventionally in terms of F -
tests of linear hypotheses of the form H0 : G
1β “ 0, where G is a given
matrix with k rows.
A linear function g1β of β (where g is a k-vector) is said to be estimable
iff g P sppX 1q. For a good discussion of estimability, equivalent defini-
tions, and its role in linear models, see Seely (1977). Two equivalent
definitions are used here. One is that g1β is estimable iff Xβ “ 0
implies that g1β “ 0 or, equivalently, sppX 1qK Ă sppgqK. The other
is that imposing g1β “ 0 on the model reduces the model. That is,
tXβ : β P ℜk and g1β “ 0u is a proper subset of the full model sppXq.
The estimable part of G1β is tg1β : g P sppGq X sppX 1qu. We shall say
that G1β is estimable iff g1β is estimable for all g P sppGq: equivalently,
sppGq Ă sppX 1q.
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16. The sum of two subspaces S1 and S2 of ℜ
n is defined as S1`S2 “ tx P
ℜn : x “ x1 ` x2 for some x1 P S1 and x2 P S2u.
The sum is direct, denoted S1‘S2, iff for any x in the sum, x1 and x2
are unique. That the sum is direct is equivalent to S1 X S2 “ t0u.
17. If columns of X are partitioned as X “ pX1, X2q, and β correspond-
ingly as pβ1
1
,β1
2
q1, it can be shown that X1β1 is estimable iff sppXq “
sppX1q ‘ sppX2q. In a direct sum, the estimable functions of β1 in the
model sppXq are the same as the estimable functions of β1 in the model
sppX1q.
18. The F -statistic has the form F “ pSS{νq{MSE, where the numerator
SS is SS “ y1Py, P is an orthogonal projection matrix, sppP q Ă sppXq,
and ν “ trpP q.
Under the assumed model, F follows an F -distribution with ν and νE
degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter (ncp) λ2P “ δ
1
PδP {σ
2,
where δP “ PXβ.
The ncp is 0, and the distribution is central, iff δ “ 0.
19. We shall say that a test statistic F or its numerator SS tests H0 : G
1β “
0 iff δP “ 0 implies that G
1β “ 0: that is, iff sppX 1P qK Ă sppGqK.
Often this will be stated in shorter form as “SS tests G1β.”
We shall say that F or SS tests exactly G1β “ 0 (orG1β) iff sppX 1P qK “
sppGqK.
20. The numerator SS for testing H0 can be found as the Restricted Model
- Full Model (RMFM) difference in SSE. The full model is Xβ, and
the restricted model is tXβ : G1β “ 0u. Let N be a matrix such
that sppNq “ sppGqK “ tβ P ℜk : G1β “ 0u. The restricted model is
sppXNq, and the RMFM SS is SS “ y1pPX ´PXNqy. It can be shown
that this expression is invariant to the choice of N and that SS tests
exactly the estimable part of G1β.
21. For a subset J of Bf , J¯ denotes the set of f -tuples in Bf that are
contained in at least one member of J .
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